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One of the best-characterized lineage restrictions in
developing vertebrates occurs between adjacent
rhombomeres of the hindbrain. It was recently shown
that cells at the boundaries of zebrafish rhombomeres
also differ from non-boundary cells in their migratory
abilities, a difference driven by Notch signaling. 
In the parlance of developmental biology, a
compartment is defined by the migratory behavior of
cells: cells can intermix within a compartment, but they
cannot migrate from one compartment to another [1].
There are many trivial situations where the positions of
differentiating cells become fixed, either because cell
movements cease or because tissues physically sepa-
rate. The term compartment is therefore reserved for
the more striking examples, where the compartment is
large and is not accompanied by an absolute physical
separation, and where the lineage restriction is chal-
lenged by extensive cell migration or proliferation.
Compartmental lineage restrictions have been
found in many developing organisms, but only a few
are understood at the molecular level. One of these is
the division between rhombomere compartments in
the hindbrain. New results from zebrafish [2], however,
show there are additional migratory differences within
each of the compartments, and thus yet another
mystery to unravel.
In theory, the easiest way of separating adjacent
compartments is to give cells within each compartment
different identities, and have those identities drive the
compartment-specific expression of different cell adhe-
sion or cell recognition molecules. Cells of a particular
compartment would remain together, either because
they adhere or are attracted to each other, or because
they are repelled by cells in the adjacent compartment.
The lineage compartments formed in the developing
vertebrate hindbrain are thought to exemplify this
simple mechanism.
The hindbrain is subdivided along the anterior-
posterior axis into adjacent rhombomeres by the
expression of specific transcription factors (Figure 1A)
[3,4]. While a small percentage of cells migrate between
rhombomeres, most do not, and the lineage restriction
is profound [5]. The restriction relies at least in part on
signaling via Ephrins and the Eph family of receptor tyro-
sine kinases. Ephrins and Eph proteins bind and trigger
bi-directional signaling, each acting as ligand and recep-
tor for the other. Such signaling often elicits repulsion
between migrating cells or axons. Some Ephrins and
their Eph partners are expressed in complementary,
rhombomere-specific patterns (Figure 1B). Thus, if cells
in adjacent rhombomeres come into contact they
should repel each other. Indeed, deficits in Ephrin–Eph
signaling apparently cause cells to violate normal or
experimentally induced rhombomere lineage restric-
tions. Moreover, if a cell is forced to simultaneously
express an Ephrin and an Eph, it acts as if it is repulsed
by both its own and the adjacent rhombomere, taking
up a position at the rhombomere boundary.
As in other compartments, however, the cells within
each rhombomere are not identical (Figure 1C) [3,4]. In
many compartments the cells at the boundaries differ
from non-boundary cells, a difference induced by
signals received from the adjacent compartment. In fact,
the subdivision of compartments into boundary and
non-boundary regions may be one of the reasons for
establishing compartments in the first place. The lineage
restriction results in spatially precise signaling between
different compartments, and thus precisely placed
boundary cells. This can be critical because boundaries
are often a source of further signals, responsible for the
further subdivision of each compartment [6]. 
Rhombomere boundary cells differ in cell shape,
cytoskeletal organization and the expression of
molecular markers, such as the signaling molecule
Wnt1. Now add to that list a difference in their cellular
affinities or migratory abilities, a difference driven by
signaling via transmembrane Notch receptors [2]. In
zebrafish embryos containing a mixture of wild-type
and experimentally altered cells, cells with heightened
Notch reception migrate preferentially to rhombomere
boundaries, while cells with lowered Notch reception
are excluded from boundary regions (Figure 2).
Boundary-specific Notch signaling does not obviously
correlate with differences in Ephrin or Eph expression,
and thus the altered migratory ability likely relies on
different mechanisms than the Eph–Ephrin signaling
by which the compartments are first established.
One reason this is so intriguing is that it is quite remi-
niscent of what occurs at the very different compartment
boundaries that subdivide segments and appendages in
Drosophila. In Drosophila, Hedgehog signaling from the
posterior compartment specifies cells on the anterior
side of the compartment boundary, and these Hedge-
hog-receiving cells have different adhesive or migratory
behavior than their non-boundary neighbors [7–9]. Even
more striking are the similarities with the dorsal and
ventral compartments of the Drosophila wing, as here
Notch signaling is also heightened in boundary cells.
Loss of Notch signaling results in disrupted and abnor-
mally shaped boundary regions [10–12].
Why should there be a boundary-specific cell
affinity? Again, having tightly localized boundary cells
may be crucial, especially when these cells produce
organizing signals. Moreover, such boundary cells may
stabilize the lineage restriction between adjacent com-
partments. Such a role has in fact been demonstrated
in Drosophila: disrupting boundary cell formation
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induces violation of the compartmental lineage restric-
tions [7,8,10–12]. It is not clear if this is also true in the
zebrafish hindbrain, as reducing Notch signaling using
the mind bomb (mib) mutation does not obviously
affect the rhombomere-specific distribution of EphA4-
expressing cells [2]. It should be noted, however, that
the effects of mib on Notch signaling are indirect — the
gene encodes a ubiquitin ligase that regulates the
levels of Notch ligands at the cell surface — and thus
residual signaling may remain [13]. Moreover, hindbrain
cells still show Notch-dependent sorting behavior in a
mib mutant background, indicating that the mib muta-
tion does not completely remove the cues that cells use
to recognize the boundary region [2].
How are the boundary cells specified? It is Notch
signaling itself that specifies boundary cells at the
dorso-ventral compartment of the Drosophila wing.
This requires dorsal expression of the glycosyltrans-
ferase Fringe, which modifies Notch, increasing its
sensitivity to the ligand Delta but reducing its sensitiv-
ity to the ligand Serrate [14]. Dorsally expressed
Serrate signals preferentially to adjacent ventral cells
that lack Fringe, and ventrally heightened Delta signals
preferentially to adjacent dorsal cells that express
Fringe. Intriguingly, the vertebrate Fringe homologs
Lunatic and Manic fringe are expressed in alternating
rhombomeres and might drive boundary cell formation
by a similar mechanism [3,15,16] (Figure 1C). Ectopic
activation of Notch signaling, however, does not turn
on rhombomere boundary gene expression (although
it can suppress DeltaA), so boundary formation must
require additional signals [2].
Whatever first specifies the boundary cells,
boundary-specific expression of another Fringe
homolog, Radical fringe (Figure 1D), may be required
for the heightened Notch signaling in boundary cells:
reducing Radical fringe levels disrupts boundary-
specific expression of the presumed Notch target wnt1
[2]. Curiously, the Notch ligands DeltaA and DeltaD are
expressed at lower levels in boundary cells [2]. But this
actually fits with what is known about Notch signaling
in other situations, such as the developing Drosophila
wing [17]. Cells expressing high levels of ligand can
signal to adjacent cells but are less responsive to
Notch ligands. This ‘dominant-negative’ effect of high
levels of Notch ligands may be caused by binding
between the Notch and its ligands while they are still in
the secretory pathway [18]. Such binding does not
activate signaling, and apparently blocks Notch from
receiving signals from adjacent cells. 
It is not yet known what gives boundary cells their dif-
ferent affinities, although the extracellular matrix does
differ at rhombomere boundaries [19]. Stay tuned.
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Figure 1. Simplified model of rhombomere
development in zebrafish. 
(A) Expression of transcription factors
like Krox20 (blue) in a subset of rhom-
bomeres (r3, r5) drives (B) the comple-
mentary expression of Ephrins
(Ephrin-B2a and Ephrin-B2b, white) and
Eph proteins (Eph4A, red) in alternating
rhombomeres, resulting in repulsion of
migrating cells at rhombomere bound-
aries. (C) Short-range signaling between
rhombomeres, perhaps mediated by the
rhombomere-specific expression of
Lunatic fringe (Lfng, yellow), specifies
boundary cells (dark blue). (D) Boundary
cells express higher levels of Radical
fringe (Rfng, green), while non-boundary
cells express higher levels of DeltaA and DeltaD (purple), resulting in higher Notch signaling at the boundary. Delta levels are also
lower in the center of each rhombomere (light purple), and this may raise Notch signaling in the center of r4 (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Cell sorting in hindbrain containing a mixture of wild-
type and experimentally altered cells. 
Notch signaling in green cells has either been raised (left) or
lowered (right) [2]. Cells with raised Notch signaling sort to cell
boundaries, except those that sort to the center of r4 where
lowered Delta expression may raise Notch signaling (see Figure
1). Cells with lowered Notch signaling are excluded from
boundary regions. Red shows Eph4A expression.
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